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Preparation by the Master
Pastry Chef of Sant Vicenç
dels Horts, Eugeni Muñoz

5th International
Pastry Exhibition,
Sant Vicenç dels Horts
Starting on January 22,
Sant Vicenç dels Horts will
once again be the international pastry capital. Professionals of recognised prestige will meet at the Plaça de
la Vila marquee to share their
experiences and knowledge.
This will be the 5th edition
of the International Pastry Exhibition Pastry Sense,
which this year will feature pastry chefs such as Camila Elizalde, Esther
Roelas, Francisco Broccolo, Jesús Fuentes, Martina Sampaolo, Cris Massana, Richard Hawke, Iván Pascual, Guilherme Guise, Pepe Leotta and
Carla Rodrigues.
Following a unique format worldwide, the event will offer live cooking
sessions aiming both professional and non-professional audiences. The goal
is to bring the profession of pastry making to the general public through
master classes, in such a way that everyone can enjoy the cooking process
—from preparing the utensils and presenting the ingredients through the
execution of the recipe and the staging of the cake—in a unique experience.
In small-format sessions, using proximity as a key feature, a fruitful dialogue between pastry chefs and the audience is expected as they discover
the secrets or delve into the techniques of the trade.
Organized by the Sant Vicenç dels Horts City Council and Eugeni
Muñoz, the town’s pastry master, the International Pastry Exhibition is one
of the outstanding events of the 38th Commercial, Agricultural and Gastronomic Exhibition.
Throughout the weekend, visitors will be able to see first-hand national
and international pastry chefs, with the best CVs and professional careers,
opening the doors of their bakeries and creating each showpiece step by
step. Don’t miss it!
Miguel Comino Haro The mayor
Xavi Gómez Álvarez Councilor for Economic Promotion
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The chocolate and sugar sculptures by Rodrigues and Leotta will
be made at the Institutional stand of the Casa de la Vila.

3rd edition of the Fava de Cacau
Sant Vicenç dels Horts awards for
the best pastry shops of Catalonia
This year, the 3rd edition of the Fava de Cacau - Sant Vicenç dels Horts
awards will be held for the best pastry shops in Catalonia. The list is compiled by an independent panel chosen and coordinated by Marc Balaguer:

SATURDAY 22

This coordinator has been in charge of selecting the jury, which is made up of:
Ester Roelas

11-12 h

SCHEDULE

SCHEDULE

We invite you to follow the 5th International Pastry Show live
in the Pastry Tent in Plaça de la Vila and, once the recipes have
been made, through the Youtube channel of the town hall.

- Pastry teachers
- Gastronomy journalists
- Pastry chefs who do not have their own pastry shops, but

Carla Rodrigues
i Peppe Leotta

11-14 h
16.30-20 h

Cris Massana
i Martina Sampaolo

12.30–13.30 h

Francisco Broccolo

14–15 h

work in restaurants and academies, for example.
The coordinating panel has given advice and established the evaluation
criteria for the shops. The list of the best pastry shops in Catalonia will be
announced at the gala on Monday, January 24, to be held in the Pastry shop
tent in Plaça de la Vila. The gala will recognise the 50 best pastry shops in
the territory, giving prizes in 4 special categories:
- - Most innovative pastry shop

Iván Pascual

16.30–17.30 h

- - Most historic pastry shop
- - Most outstanding product
- - The best pastry shop in each of the 7 territorial

Guilherme Guise

18–19 h

areas the list is divided into.
The list appears on the official app of the Sant Vicenç dels Horts Inter

SUNDAY 23

- national Pastry Exhibition, where the best pastry shops in Catalonia can
be found, as well as detailed information about each establishment: e.g. its

11–12 h
11-14 h
16.30-20 h
12.30–13.30 h

Jesús Fuentes

history, the particular products it offers and other information of interest.

Carla Rodrigues
i Peppe Leotta
Richard Hawke
MONDAY 24
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14–15 h

Johanna Le Pape

16.30–17.30 h

Camila Elizalde

17.45–18.45 h

Escola d’Hoteleria
Institut Dertosa

12 h

The essential debate in the world
of pastry: Management and human
resources in pastry shops WHERE
Pastry tent at plaça de la Vila

18 h

Grand Fava de Cacau 2022
awards gala WHERE Pastry
tent at Plaça de la Vila
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Ester Roelas

Mattcha coffee cup

Ester began her first steps in the sweets

SATURDAY

22
11 h

sector by helping her uncles in their Forn
Roig patisserie. By the time she was 16,

Ester Roelas

it was clear to her she wanted to dedicate herself to the world of hospitality
and began studying at the Hofmann hostelry
school in Barcelona.
After 10 years working as a cook, she had the
opportunity to work in the pastry section of the
Lluçanès Restaurant (1 Michelin star). It was here
she fell totally in love with pastries and wanted
to train to learn more.
In 2012, she returned to the Hofmann school,
but this time to study pastry making. At the end
of her studies, Ester realized how much she liked
learning and teaching, and decided to stay 3 more
years in the school as a teacher. After this time,
she decided to expand her knowledge in other
renowned places, working at The Pastissier and in
R&D at Moulin Chocolat in Madrid.
In 2018, she returned to Barcelona to follow her
professional career as a Pastry teacher in the Hofmann School of Hostelry and later as a teacher and
bakery manager at the Atelier, Barcelona.
She opened her online pastry school in 2012,
and shares everything she has learned in her books,
master classes and online courses.
In 2020, she decided to open a workshop in
Badalona to continue working on her online
courses and her master classes. From here, she also
organises face-to-face courses and consultancies
for companies.

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

Instagram
Twitter-square
facebook-square
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@ester.Roelas
@esterroelas
Ester.Roelas
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Cris Massana
y Martina
Sampaolo

Forêt verte

SATURDAY

22
Cris Massana y Martina Sampaolo

12.30 h

Cris began her career in the Barcelona
hospitality industry while studying anthropology, to feed her curiosity and her political
ideals.
The hospitality industry fascinated her and
convinced her to study culinary arts and pastry.
She is a vegetarian but, despite difficulties in
the sector, she has found a way to make her own
way in the industry. Shortly after studying, she
began working as an assistant to Toni Rodríguez,
a pioneer of vegan pastry.
During this time, she discovered that vegan pastry can be as good as traditional pastry, which
helped change her beliefs and her career.
Martina is an Italian chef who started working
in kitchens as a vegan while coming from the arts
and photography sector.
She soon discovered that pastry making was the
perfect combination of her love of food, memories
and beauty.
She acknowledges that vegan pastry has been
challenging from the beginning until now, especially as a self-taught chef, but that it is definitely
the most rewarding.
Martina and Cris met in Barcelona during a
weekly course at the Toni Rodríguez academy
and again later in Paris, pursuing new ideas and
opportunities.
Fate led them to working together again, when
they were both recruited at the BrEAThe restaurant
in Montmartre, Paris.

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

Instagram
Instagram
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@martina.sampaolo
@cris_vgn
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Francisco Broccolo

Coffee caramel

SATURDAY

22
14 h

Francisco, a pastry chef and chocolatier, began in the world of gastronomy at

Francisco Broccolo

the age of 16 as a kitchen assistant and
trained as a cook in a restaurant school
in Venezuela.
While working as a cook, he studied teaching and worked as an instructor in colleges and
universities in Venezuela for 5 years.
At that time, his lifelong curiosity for the world
of cocoa and chocolate was born and he decided
to train in the management area of this industry
at Venezuela Central University. He has always had
direct and indirect contact with cocoa and his first
course in pastry and chocolate was with Pierre
Mirgalet (MOF).
After several years working as a cooking and
pastry instructor, he went on to work as a corporate
chef for a hotel chain in the Dominican Republic
and Mexico.
He then moved to Italy to work on a project for
pastry without gluten, dairy, eggs, due to the high
demand in the area.
It was then that the need arose to research more
into a more inclusive pastry. His arrival in Italy
led him to work in Genoa. During the holidays,
he took the opportunity to go to Barcelona and
train at the Escola de Pastisseria del Gremi (Guild
Pastry School) in Barcelona. Currently his work
has focused on research and development to offer
products adapted to most food needs. In addition,
he works as a consultant, online and in face-toface training.

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

Instagram
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@francisco_broccolo
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Ivan Pascual

Bean to Bar

SATURDAY

22
16.30 h

Chef Iván Pascual, 35, from Almenar
in Lérida, owns the Taller de Dessert Cal

Ivan Pascual

Gumer patisserie and the event organisation company, Cal Gumer Events.
His love for pastry is vocational. As a
child he tried to combine primary flavours
and textures and showed a surprising interest in
the magic produced by the combination of different ingredients. Trained within the territory, he
has taken innumerable training courses in the best
schools in the country. This has brought him to
where he is at the moment: a very creative stage of
his professional life with a great interest in facing
challenges to grow as a professional and a person.
In 2005, Iván started his first project, the Cal
Gumer Dessert Workshop, working with local products and fruit as the backbone of his work; a veritable jewel in this field, where he has been able
to apply some interesting techniques. The business
was initially aimed at catering, but was expanded
in 2008 with the opening of a small shop attached
to the workshop, so the final consumer can enjoy
its creations.
His concern for innovation and for bringing true
gastronomic experiences to the public led to the
creation of his latest project in 2011, Cal Gumer
Events, a social and family events company with
the same philosophy of product cuisine, innovation
and creativity.
All these years of daily hard work, study and
analysis of techniques, as well as intense work
with a great team of professionals, led Iván to be
named Best Chocolatier in Spain, 2017-2018.

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

Instagram
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@Ivanpascualchef
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Guilherme Guise

Summer Baked Alaska

SATURDAY

22
18 h

Guilherme Guise has had a connection with sugar since he
was very young. When he was 9, his father opened an ice cream

Guilherme Guise

parlour and he landed his first sous-chef job helping the family
in its production. The memory of fresh ice cream tumbling out
of the machine has played an important role in his life. He still
remembers those weekend afternoons spent with his father at the ice
cream factory as if they were yesterday.
As a young man, he moved to Finland and started working as a Chef.
After working in some of the best restaurants in Helsinki, he was offered
a position as a pastry chef, which became his career and his life. He
advanced, and ended up running the patisserie at the Hotel Kämp, one of
the best in Finland. After 8 years in the hotel, he went to the Hotel Savoy
restaurant, perhaps the most recognised and traditional restaurant in the
country. Passionate about his work, he has been constantly travelling and
researching his trade.
In 2015, he started working in Michel Cluizel and fell in love with its
range of bean-to-bar chocolates and the way the family business operated
from Normandy. In 2017, he became a Michel Cluizel brand ambassador
in Finland and Scandinavia, and dedicated himself to organising master
classes and events for the company.
During this time he also began working with Les Vergers Boiron, and
became an ambassador for this brand in 2018. Since then, he has been
part of a group of consultant chefs who meet annually to discuss new
products and develop recipes.
Guilherme has been organising pastry courses and master classes for
years and helps the best Finnish professionals and pastry institutions.
He has taught at the best Finnish pastry school, Sampoo Ammattiopisto,
and today his involvement consists of collaborating in the acquisition of
knowledge for the best chefs in Finland and Europe.
He loves sharing his knowledge and training students, as one of his first
jobs was as an English teacher in his native country, Brazil.
“I think one of the best parts of the job is meeting young apprentices,
inspiring them, training them and then watching them have successful
careers in the pastry industry. I also believe we should always share our

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

recipes with colleagues so that everyone can add an additional layer to
the creation and the industry continues to evolve.”
Guilherme lives with his wife and children in Finland, which he now
considers his headquarters. He tries to visit his home country as much
as he can and, as a chef, loves to combine the memory of childhood
flavours with Nordic ingredients.
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Instagram

@g_u_i_s_e
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Jesús Fuentes

Hazelnut brioche

SUNDAY

23
11 h

Jesús began his career as a cook at just
18 years old. After working in various res-

Jesús Fuentes

taurants, he soon realised what he liked
most were desserts, and it was at the Hofmann School of Hostelry that he discovered
his passion for pastry. There he trained and
later became part of the team as an experienced
member of the Michelin-star restaurant dessert
menu, specifically in pastry and specialising in
dough. He has continued to train internationally
and is recognized for his expertise in the world
of dough.
Jesús is a great connoisseur, a lover of dough
and passionate: the perfect combination for the
person in charge of dough/pastry at the Hofmann
Pastry Shop. There he leads the production team,
provides sourdough training and is in charge of
creating new pastry pieces.

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

Instagram
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@jesusfuentes_.82
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Anna’s Pavlova

Richard Hawke

SUNDAY

23
12.30 h

Originally from Sydney (Australia),
Richard discovered the art of

Richard Hawke

pastry with a classic French pastry
chef in his first job. After finishing
his apprenticeship, enthused by
this encounter which inspired him,
he obtained his visa for France with a
dream of learning from the greatest.
After several years of working in different
structures in and around Lyon, France Richard
secured his dream position at the renowned
school of Alain Ducasse and Yves Thuries,
l’Ecole Nationale Supérieure de la Pâtisserie.
This experience enabled Richard to
meet and work with the best in the
profession. This enabled him to increase
his skills base and continue to learn.
After various international experiences of living
and working internationally (Morocco and also
Slovakia), Richard is now based in France.
Richard has now spent over the last two years
concentrating on better understanding new
pastry techniques which is going to push
the boundaries of our pastry knowledge.
He defines his daily life in three words:
research, travel and family. Time is now
spent in his laboratory where he continually
develops and refines an ever-increasing variety
of creations, with family on hand to test and
critique his current recipes. As well as the

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

research process, he travels abroad for pastry
masterclasses, allowing him to share
and transmit his passion, passing his
skills on to enthusiastic students.

Instagram

@richardhawkepastry

www.richardhawkepastry.com
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Johanna Le Pape

Cheesecake lemon
& orange blossom

Intended for a professional sports career, Johanna Le

SUNDAY

23
14 h

Pape decided to go to Australia for a year to improve her

Johanna Le Pape

English, recharge her batteries and think about her future.
During this trip, she took a job in a Perth bakery as a team
manager, and this opened up a whole new world for her.
It was love at first sight. She took the opportunity to spend
time in the kitchen learning pastry techniques from her colleagues.
One thing was clear: on her return to France, she would study for
her CAP pastry qualification and follow her new vocation.
After obtaining the CAP, she trained with the great chefs of the
Parisian palaces (Le Meurice, with Cédric Grolet and Le Lutecia).
But Johanna wanted to go even further. Her love for sport and her
physical and moral well-being led her to think about how to evolve
contemporary pastry.
For her, the common thread for pastry making was to combine
well-being with eating well. So she decided to create her own consulting company and travelled everywhere to share her philosophy
of healthy, responsible and committed eating.
Many brands have relied on her for several years in this process of
satisfying the new aspirations of society. Today, eating well while
taking care of the planet and your body is increasingly important
to more and more people.
In 2019, while still under the transfer process, she took the reins
of the Initiation Gourmande culinary workshop, located in Porte
Maillot, in the golden triangle of Neuilly-sur-Seine.
In 2020, she inaugurated the new identity of her workshop,
renaming it Atelier Auraé, which corresponds to her philosophy of
a committed chef.
She offers cooking and pastry workshops for individuals and
companies to instil the power we gain through our food in as many
people as possible.
Her workshop is also notable for offering customers a private
garden, where they can collect fresh eggs, aromatic herbs, fruit
and vegetables, and can cook in the workshop with the team of

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

Auraé chefs.
Chef Johanna le Pape was chosen by Pierre Hermé to be part
of the new International Organising Committee for the
2021 edition of the Pastry World Cup, alongside Christophe Michalak and Julián Alvarez.

Instagram
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@johanna.le.pape
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Camila Elizalde

Travel cake d’avellana
(hazelnut)

Camila Elizalde is a 27-year-old Chil-

SUNDAY

23
16.30 h

ean pastry chef who has been working

Camila Elizalde

for 9 years as the owner and founder of
Taller Culinario Chile, a school specialising in high-level pastry making, with more
than 15,000 students. She is president of the
national pastry selection “La Roja Dulce”.
She started out with a customised cake company
while studying for a Biology degree, before later
studying Gastronomic Management and specialising in various schools around the world.
Five years ago, she found her vocation in teaching and decided to start a school that she has been
equipping little by little, until it became what it
is today, the “Taller Culinario Chile”.
Currently, she continues to teach classes in her
face-to-face and online workshop, as well as
internationally, where she has been very successful
thanks to her comprehensive educational approach,
where she tries to teach her students both how
to make products and their gastronomic chemical
background, to provide them with an all-round
knowledge.
Her cakes and pastries are notable for their
technical and aesthetic detail, as well as for their
balanced combinations of flavours and textures.

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council

Instagram
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@camilapastrylover
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Escola d’Hoteleria
Institut Dertosa

Christmas nougat

SUNDAY

23
17.45 h

the world of Hostelry to the Terres de l’Ebre
territory; thus saving travel time and holding
on to talent.
The 2005-06 year began with an intermediate
vocational training degree in cooking; in 200708, a Hospitality Services course was added; and
in 2016-17, one of Bakery, Pastry and Confectionery, thus completing the vocational training needs
circle.
After a few years of laying the foundations and
providing services to companies in the territory, in
September 2019, advanced vocational training was
provided with a Hospitality Services Management
course and in 2020 with that of Kitchen Management.
The practical and theoretical aspect of this training provides hotel companies in the territory with
highly trained personnel to take their first steps in
the world of cooking, dining and/or pastry, both for
personal and professional purposes. As well as the
training courses, there are workshops, Catalonia
Public Employment Service (SOC) certificates of
professionalism, dual professional training, advice
and recognition of work experience and training for

Escola d’Hoteleria Institut Dertosa

The School was founded with the intention of bringing and improving training in

companies; thus achieving a varied and high-level
range of courses offered by the teaching professionals who work on them.

Check all
recipies on the
Youtube channel of
the City Council
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Saturday 22 and Sunday 23,
11-14 h and 16.30-20 h

Saturday 22 and Sunday 23,
11-14 h and 16.30-20 h

Carla Rodrigues

Peppe Leotta

Carla Rodrigues is an internationally

He began her professional career very

recognised cake designer and chocolatier,

young, in the renowned pastry and ice

awarded in both national and international

cream parlour “Costarelli” in Acireale, Sic-

competitions. This young woman from Almada,

ily, where she is from.

Portugal, is passionate about sculpture, model-

Always aiming at professional growth, she

ling, airbrushing and chocolate. Her meticulous work

attended various master’s and advanced courses

and perfectionism have led her to be a benchmark

throughout Italy. She has participated in numerous

in this field. Her cake designs are unique. She turns

national and international competitions, such as the

dreams into reality. She creates characters from con-

“Grand Prix of Pastry” in Bucharest, “The Chocolate

fectionery. She has always been committed to train-

Star 2014” and “The Sugar Star 2015” at the SIGEP

ing, with the tireless purpose of increasingly seeking

in Rimini.

perfection, and is certified by IEFP, DGERT and PME.

She won the Silver Medal in the “Internazionali

To Cake Design she has added one more passion:

of Italy” in Massa Carrara 2014, and won the Gold

for chocolate. Working, playing and creating choc-

Medal and absolute Gold in the international com-

olate creations with contemporary designs. In this

petition “Ristoworld Italy” in Catania.

area, she opted to learn from the best, such as Eugeni

In 2014, she won first prize in the fifth edition of

Muñoz, Melissa Coppel and Ramon Morató, among

the “Fondazione Condorelli” contest, which brought

others. Carla Rodrigues was a trainer for 3 years at

together the best Sicilian Masters.

the Lisbon Food Sector Training Centre, where she

The spirit with which she faces competitions is

taught classes in Pastry Modelling and Decoration

that of adding and learning; being convinced that

(airbrushing, royal icing, buttercream and flowers),

competition leads to the exchange of ideas, innova-

Cake Design, confectionery, Artistic Pastry (chocolate

tive techniques and professional growth.

and isomalt structures), Festive Pastry (festive sea-

She loves to sculpt in chocolate and artistic sugar

son cakes) and Gastronomic Products Development.

with a predilection for the latter, considered the

Since 2015, she has worked as a Sugar Artist and

most expressive - and the most difficult - technique

Cake Designer in the Lisbon metropolitan area, either

in the field of pastry. It requires physical strength

alone or in collaboration with cake design workshops

and extreme delicacy at the same time. The colours,

and pastry shops.

shapes, sizes and transparencies all offer infinite

She decorates everything imaginable, and per-

possibilities for artistic expression.

forms magic. She provides customers with special

Since 2014, she has held the position of presi-

customised requests for large events such as wed-

dent of the Associazione Con.pa.it (Italian Pastry

dings, christenings and anniversary parties: turning

Confederation) for the region of Sicily, promoting

people’s dreams into pastry reality. She provides

the diffusion of Sicilian education and pastry, espe-

training, both inside and outside Portugal, in all

cially for young people who enter the world of work

kinds of Cake Design techniques, including sculpted

and share a common passion for the art of pastry.

and structured cakes, modelling and busts (sculpture
with plastic chocolate). She also does
confectionery training. And, as if all this
were not enough, she is an ambassador

She is a master pastry chef who loves her land
and its traditional pastries; with one foot in the
past, one in the present and her eyes towards the

Instagram

@pepper_posh_carla_rodrigues

future.

for Saracino and Cerart.
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677 933 279
Join our WhatsApp group (send the word ALTA).
You will be notified about every activity!

@PastrySense

/AjuntamentSVH

@AjuntamentSVH

@AjuntamentSVH

www.svh.cat

#MostraSVH22

